Introduction
============

The 1919 Aliens Act and subsequent 1920 Aliens Order are little-studied pieces of legislation, but for those who have made them the subject of their research they are notorious.[^1^](#hkv139-FN1){ref-type="fn"} Described in damning terms by contemporaries and historians alike, the Act formed the bedrock of Britain's inter-war immigration policy, and was characterised by the Home Secretary of the time, Edward Shortt, as both 'stringent and ... wide'.[^2^](#hkv139-FN2){ref-type="fn"} At its core was the presumption that the state should, 'exercise complete and absolute control over the admission of aliens ... either individually or in classes, to supervise them during their stay here, and to require them to leave the country if and when ... desirable'.[^3^](#hkv139-FN3){ref-type="fn"} David Cesarani attributes to it the 'systematic expulsion' of over 30,000 'enemy aliens' and highlights the ways in which the legislation was used to express anti-Semitism and to expel foreign trade union radicals and labour activists. Others have observed that it removed the category of refugee from immigration law---which had been included in the Aliens Act 1905---and have pointed to the role of ministerial discretion in the appeals process in constructing an 'illiberal and arbitrary regime'.[^4^](#hkv139-FN4){ref-type="fn"} In addition, although the legislation excluded seamen from its terms, Laura Tabili's work has emphasised how it laid the groundwork for the Coloured Alien Seamen Order of 1925.[^5^](#hkv139-FN5){ref-type="fn"}

Overlooked in discussions of the measure to date has been the place of medical inspection in the Aliens Order. Building on the terms of the Aliens Act 1905, the Order required that all aliens entering Britain be medically inspected and allowed immigration officers to refuse entry to those suffering from particular conditions.[^6^](#hkv139-FN6){ref-type="fn"} While there was an established tradition of controlling the entry of disease via Britain's ports---from 1825 through quarantine and after 1872 through the 'English system'---such measures were based on medical criteria and were concerned with treating and supervising infected persons and not with immigration control.[^7^](#hkv139-FN7){ref-type="fn"} The Aliens Acts instead presumed that a certain class of immigrant---aliens---presented identifiable and specific health risks to the British population and therefore should be controlled.[^8^](#hkv139-FN8){ref-type="fn"} Consequently the 1920 Aliens Order can be understood as being more influenced by contemporaneous developments in the United States and Australia, which were concerned with patrolling the entry of immigrant groups seen as inherently more diseased and undesirable, than by British nineteenth-century public health practices.[^9^](#hkv139-FN9){ref-type="fn"}

While the aim of controlling the movement of international migrants was a product of the unprecedented explosion in European transatlantic migration from the mid-nineteenth century, it was equally the result of shifting ideas of what states were *for* and what they might be able to *do*. Victorian statecraft has been a lively area of historical enquiry, with studies ranging from the failures of initial smallpox vaccination campaigns to the endemic malfunctioning of the Local Government Board demonstrating the partial and contested nature of late nineteenth-century state expansion.[^10^](#hkv139-FN10){ref-type="fn"} The twin themes of the successes and limitations of governmentality, and histories of the expansion of public health have also been extended into considerations of the first half of the twentieth century.[^11^](#hkv139-FN11){ref-type="fn"}

This article extends the existing historiography in three particular directions. First, through focusing on Liverpool and London, it explores how medical immigration policy was translated into practice at Britain's two busiest migrant ports. Secondly, through using correspondence between the ports, the Home Office and the newly created Ministry of Health alongside detailed Ministry inspection reports, it places this emerging alien medical inspection regime within the expansion of a modern bureaucratic state. More work remains to be done on the local political dynamics of the Order in these and other major ports, but this article keeps as its focus the relationship between central and local government. In doing so it draws together Foucauldian understandings of the diffuse nature of state power and the work of Levene *et al.*, Taylor *et al.* and Welshman. Together these historians have pointed to the importance of understanding the interplay of power dynamics between Whitehall and the localities; the respective and competing influence of different government departments; and the role of particular officials in enacting public health measures.[^12^](#hkv139-FN12){ref-type="fn"} Building on these concerns, I argue that the prism of public health can be used to explore larger questions around statecraft and governmentality in the first decades of the twentieth century while also providing an insight into the everyday workings of an emerging state structure.

Thirdly, and crucially, the narrowing of entry rights to Britain over the course of the twentieth century has meant that histories of the regulation of immigration into Britain have been commonly constructed as a story of the inexorable extension of state control and tighter restrictions.[^13^](#hkv139-FN13){ref-type="fn"} As a result, while some historians have pointed to the largely ineffective nature of the 1905 Act, overall histories have tended to be written with the presumption that subsequent immigration legislation was unproblematically enforced.[^14^](#hkv139-FN14){ref-type="fn"} Challenging this, David Feldman has argued that the British government's record throughout the twentieth century was notable more by its failure to control immigration to its shores than it was by successful restrictionism.[^15^](#hkv139-FN15){ref-type="fn"} This article also contributes to this debate by demonstrating how the 1920 Aliens Order might contribute to a broader history of ineffective immigration control.

Immigration, Statecraft and Public Health
=========================================

The first years of the twentieth century saw mass emigrations from eastern and central Europe to France, Britain and on to the Americas. This coincided with and drove nation states' increasing preoccupation with the need to codify who belonged and counted as a citizen.[^16^](#hkv139-FN16){ref-type="fn"} Concurrent with the consequent growing state control of alien immigration was an explosion of interest---state, private and professional---in public health issues and in understanding the interrelationship between personal, local, national and international factors in causing and preventing infectious disease. There were long-established international practices allowing for the quarantine of infected and suspected ships, goods and persons, and the late nineteenth century saw intense international debate over disease control and the patchy emergence of international cooperation.[^17^](#hkv139-FN17){ref-type="fn"} Alongside national and bi-partisan arrangements, the international Sanitary Conferences and the creation of the *Office international d'hygiène publique*, although producing few tangible results, had allowed a network of experts to emerge and actively discuss internationally recognised standards of infectious disease control.[^18^](#hkv139-FN18){ref-type="fn"} Recent research has increased our understanding of how the hardening of national, imperial and international administrative boundaries was often intimately bound up with concerns over policing public and 'racial' health to construct racialised *cordon sanitaires*.[^19^](#hkv139-FN19){ref-type="fn"} The growth of immigration control to the United States and its requirement for immigrants to be certified as free from disease from 1882 was the most prominent international example in the northern hemisphere, and one which was to have major repercussions across the Atlantic in how emigrants were processed in ports of departure.[^20^](#hkv139-FN20){ref-type="fn"}

However, Maglen's work on the 'English system' demonstrates the fallacy of simplistically transposing Australian and American experiences to other nations. In arguing that the nineteenth-century British government's preoccupation with safeguarding and promoting trade within and beyond the empire produced an elastic notion of British borders, she shows that factors other than 'race' or nationhood shaped emerging systems of immigration control. She also demonstrates how, in contrast to the types of public health arguments made against immigrants in key nations of immigration, Britain's anti-alien discourses were shaped primarily around sweated labour, overcrowding of working class neighbourhoods and generalised fears of being 'swamped' by immigrants.[^21^](#hkv139-FN21){ref-type="fn"} Indeed, despite the role of migrants in the 1892 cholera outbreak, Port Sanitary Authorities emphasised the robustness of their existing system of isolation and surveillance, refusing to single out aliens as a particular threat. Evidence Medical Officers gave to the Royal Commission on Alien Immigration in 1902--03 stressed that risks posed by immigrants to the nation's health was minimal provided that there was sufficient information about their identity and intended destination. That the resulting Aliens Act 1905 contained specific medical provisions was the product of the vociferous anti-alien campaign and the growing impact of increasingly stringent American immigration laws, and not, Maglen shows, a product of public health lobbying. This was reflected in the Act's wording, which singled-out conditions which might cause an immigrant to become a charge on the rates rather than on perceived threats to public health.[^22^](#hkv139-FN22){ref-type="fn"} Overall, Maglen's analysis of the 1905 Aliens Act usefully situates the expanded role of Port Medical Officers within the emerging tradition of the English System and its preoccupation with minimising inconvenience to those involved in trade and commerce. While her work reinforces the well-established point that much public health and immigration legislation was strongly bound up with classed notions of disease, and points to the limited impact of the legislation---noting that only eighteen immigrants were deported on medical grounds in the first year of the Act---her analysis does not extend forward to consider the 1920 Aliens Order.[^23^](#hkv139-FN23){ref-type="fn"}

In part the 1919 legislation can be seen as emerging from key developments of the nineteenth century. Yet it also needs to be placed within its immediate historical context. The early twentieth century anti-alien legislation had had the effect of 'breaking the Victorian inhibition on the subject of restriction of immigration and familiarising the public mind with the idea that a country had the right to keep out unwanted immigrants if it chose'.[^24^](#hkv139-FN24){ref-type="fn"} By the end of the First World War both the control of aliens and the role of public health surveillance in managing the flow of people through its ports had become accepted parts of state activity. Consequently, the 1919 Act---prompted by a combination of administrative pressure and a calculated attempt by the Coalition to capitalise on popular anti-alien sentiment---was underpinned by an acceptance that not only did a state have the right to exclude certain people, but it had the means for doing so.[^25^](#hkv139-FN25){ref-type="fn"} However this assumption rubbed up against a number of constraints: financial, practical and political.

Building on scholarship for the nineteenth century, historical work has shown the difficulties experienced by inter-war attempts to translate policy into practice. While Britain in the 1920s had a relatively sophisticated bureaucracy, and although there was broad acceptance that the government's role extended beyond the minimalism of the early nineteenth century laissez-faire state, its reach and functions remained shifting and contested territory.[^26^](#hkv139-FN26){ref-type="fn"} The expansion of the state after 1918, including the creation of the Ministry of Health, formed part of a broader process of post-war reconstruction encompassing health, housing, education and employment. The Coalition's measures were wide-ranging and were as much concerned with forestalling industrial and political unrest as with genuine reform, so that both the creation of the Ministry and the passing of anti-alien legislation can be understood in this context.[^27^](#hkv139-FN27){ref-type="fn"}

The Ministry of Health's first Permanent Secretary, Robert Morant, saw its creation as an opportunity to 'bring in new blood, give a "lift" to the whole corps, develop dynamic energy throughout it, and infect the secretariat too, and generally give enhanced prestige to the whole Ministry.'[^28^](#hkv139-FN28){ref-type="fn"} But as Stacey argues, Morant's unexpected death in 1920, coupled with Addison's political demise and the Geddes Axe of 1922, which required all departments to engage in significant retrenchment, simultaneously reinforced the dominance of the Treasury and truncated plans for a dynamic and forward looking Ministry of Health.[^29^](#hkv139-FN29){ref-type="fn"} Taylor and colleagues have concluded that despite some local authorities' enthusiasm for taking full advantage of powers granted them under the permissive public and personal health acts passed in 1916--19, their ambitions were severely restricted by retrenchment and were actively constrained by Ministry officials.[^30^](#hkv139-FN30){ref-type="fn"} And so, while after 1918 there were significant extensions in the functions of the state we cannot assume either that this saw the simultaneous creation of the necessary administrative machinery, nor that central and local government acted in concert to implement the new measures.[^31^](#hkv139-FN31){ref-type="fn"} This insight has yet to be mapped onto the workings of Britain's immigration control practices, but suggests that both the Home Office and the Ministry of Health might be fruitfully explored in this context.[^32^](#hkv139-FN32){ref-type="fn"}

In the first years of the twentieth century ports were the first place where incoming travellers met the different faces---customs officials, immigration officers and medical inspectors of aliens---of this expanding state. Foucault first called attention to the importance of unpicking both the genealogy of statecraft and its bio-politics in order to reveal the means by which states physically control their own populations and exclude other populations.[^33^](#hkv139-FN33){ref-type="fn"} This, he argued, opens up understandings of the diffused nature of power, how it is embodied and enacted within societies and how it operates in relation to the organisation and control of space. He placed particular emphasis on the 'heterogeneous and dispersed microphysics of power', and the importance of examining 'specific forms of its exercise in different institutional sites, and ... where it is exercised over individuals rather than legitimated at the centre'.[^34^](#hkv139-FN34){ref-type="fn"} Diffusion and dispersion, however, might also translate into dilution, particularly in the context of inadequate funding and resources. So, this would suggest while borders are places where state power is imposed and performed, it is equally possible that borders might see its absence or weakness, complicating or destabilising face-to-face encounters between incomers and agents of the state.[^35^](#hkv139-FN35){ref-type="fn"}

The key state figure in these face-to-face encounters at the border was the Port Medical Officer of Health (MOH).[^36^](#hkv139-FN36){ref-type="fn"} Although central to the expansion of personal and public health care in the inter-war period, MOHs remained the poor cousin within the medical establishment, looked down upon by the wider medical profession and often undervalued by the councils employing them.[^37^](#hkv139-FN37){ref-type="fn"} And within this already marginalised sector of the profession, the Ministry of Health recognised the particularly low status of those working within Port Sanitary Authorities (PSAs):

> \[F\]ew people realise that such a service exists and still fewer have any grasp of its importance. ... As there is such widespread ignorance and apathy on the part of the PSAs it is essential that their officers should be efficient, particularly as the PS Administration is the country's first line of defence against such diseases as typhus, plague, small pox and against unwholesome foodstuffs.[^38^](#hkv139-FN38){ref-type="fn"}

This reveals the contradiction between the potential importance of the role of Port MOHs on the one hand and their marginal status on the other. Part of the way in which medical officers' status was signalled was via the material resources and infrastructure allocated to their work. The interwar expansion of the local state found physical expression in the construction of all sorts of municipal buildings---council housing, infant and child welfare clinics, tuberculosis and venereal disease clinics, general and isolation hospitals---which could be architecturally innovative and whose form reflected progressive councils' aspirational politics.[^39^](#hkv139-FN39){ref-type="fn"} In common with other expanding areas of local authority responsibility, implementing the Aliens Order meant constructing new facilities---inspection rooms, medical offices and testing facilities---alongside employing new or specialised staff. In light of the potentially undervalued status of Port MOsH, this article consequently explores how the construction of facilities fitted into the newly expanding state.

Before the Aliens Order was put into effect the Ministry of Health needed to define exactly which diseases might lead to exclusion; then, via the relevant local authorities it needed to ensure there were medical officers on hand, and the necessary infrastructure in place, to examine incoming aliens. While the first of these was decided relatively quickly, the second required far more effort on the part of the state. In the remainder of this article I begin by showing how the Ministry of Health drew up the terms under which port medical inspectors acted. Then, through using correspondence with and reports generated by the Ministry of Health inspectors I move on to demonstrate how material, local, political and contingent factors mediated the workings of the Order in Liverpool and London.

Defining the Unsanitary Alien
=============================

Legislation needs to be translated into working policy and this process necessarily involves interpretation. For the Aliens Order this was done by a Ministry of Health sub-committee of senior civil servants with one Home Office representative.[^40^](#hkv139-FN40){ref-type="fn"} Superficially, the Order was clear, aiming simply to secure the exclusion of aliens: whose presence is likely to be a danger to the health of the people of this country, or;who are likely to become a charge upon public funds, either by reason of their existing or probable future incapacity to support themselves and their dependents or because their condition is such as to render it probable that they will need treatment and care which they are unable to provide \[from\] their own resources.[^41^](#hkv139-FN41){ref-type="fn"}

While the first of these could be assessed on purely medical grounds, the criteria governing the second, while obviously building on the terms of the 1905 Act, was far less clear-cut and seen by the Committee as 'politically controversial'. In order to side-step controversy, officials argued that Medical Inspectors 'should be restricted specifically to the ascertainment of *strictly* medical facts, and the offering of a *strictly* medical opinion on such medical facts'. Such concerns resulted in the Committee devoting considerable attention to defining the medical grounds for excluding an alien. Although generating technical advice for port medical officers was necessary, officials also argued that developing clear guidelines would 'secure uniformity of action and *avoid questions* arising in individual cases'.[^42^](#hkv139-FN42){ref-type="fn"} Having formed their medical opinion, Medical Inspectors' only other duty was to inform the Immigration Officer, '*on whom should fall the whole of the responsibility* for determining as to the landing or not landing of the alien'.[^43^](#hkv139-FN43){ref-type="fn"} Here we see an insistence on medical officers' neutrality which fed into the Ministry's broader claims of professional impartiality. In tandem with avoiding unfavourable attention, this was key for a new government department trying to establish its reputation. As we shall see, this position had practical ramifications, in that it suggested a close working relationship---physical and professional---between Immigration Officers and Medical Inspectors.[^44^](#hkv139-FN44){ref-type="fn"}

The focus on medical criteria served to create an image of an impartial and professional alien inspection service. However, in the advice generated by the sub-committee it is already possible to see slippage between the ideal of alien control envisaged by the Home Secretary and practice on the ground. Article 16 (2) of the Order was clear in that the appointed medical inspector at a port '*may* inspect any alien seeking to land in the United Kingdom', while Home Office advice made it clear it did 'not consider it practicable or necessary that *every* alien coming to this country should be examined'. Only those coming for long periods, or temporary visitors where the Medical Inspector considered that 'special circumstances require it', needed to be examined.[^45^](#hkv139-FN45){ref-type="fn"} The introduction of 'may' into the wording, as well as the admission that it was practically impossible to inspect all aliens, legitimised a more limited approach to medical inspections and introduced an element of personal discretion. The 1905 Act's much criticised requirement for only steerage passengers to be inspected might have been removed, but in practice 'discretion' would ensure that established class-based biases would continue to operate. This made it entirely feasible for first or second class aliens with a venereal disease, for example, to escape notice, while a steerage passenger with the same condition would be more likely to be refused entry.

Moreover, as the sub-committee developed its guidance, civil servants grappled with the range of physical and practical problems which a medical officer might face in carrying out their duties:

> wherever practicable, the examination should take place on shore and during the hours of daylight ... the Medical Inspector should have available the services of a trained nurse who should be present at all examinations of women on shore, and wherever practicable, on board ship also.

Here, while setting out the ideal, the use of conditional and aspirational language signalled civil servants paving the way for a more pragmatic approach. From the outset, the Ministry accepted how medical inspections might often need to take place on board ship even if it was 'obvious that in some cases a medical examination under such circumstances must be unsatisfactory'.[^46^](#hkv139-FN46){ref-type="fn"}

Overall then, while the 1920 Order was part of the first wave of measures for which the new Ministry of Health was responsible, from the beginning civil servants sought to introduce a restricted, even timid, working of the legislation. They were careful to emphasise the purely medical nature of the work and to distance themselves from political controversy. The sub-committee acknowledged both the partial nature of any potential inspection regime---it excluded seamen, imperial subjects and transmigrants---as well as introducing a discretionary element on the part of the medical inspector.

If the Ministry of Health rapidly accepted a highly constrained version of the Order's original intention, how did this play with the Home Office, which was keen to build on war-time measures to ensure ongoing control of aliens?[^47^](#hkv139-FN47){ref-type="fn"} While demanding more restrictions, mindful of the contentious nature of alien immigration control, Haldane Porter, head of the Aliens Department was anxious to keep powers as low key as possible. It is this tension which explains both the wide ranging nature of the Order, and the fact that, like some other pieces of controversial legislation, it was renewed on an annual basis rather than being placed permanently in statute.[^48^](#hkv139-FN48){ref-type="fn"} Consistent with its stated ethos of professionalism, the Home Office argued publicly that annual renewal was necessary to allow it the necessary experience of regulating immigration in peacetime before any permanent legislation was passed.[^49^](#hkv139-FN49){ref-type="fn"} However, the internal Aliens Department history put a very different slant on the department's actions, arguing that the process of asking for permanent legislation would risk exposure in the House of Commons debating chamber with the possible result of loss of all powers of alien control:

> If it came up for discussion it is quite possible that the House, with its traditional dislike of vesting unfettered power in Ministers, would refuse to sanction it as a permanent measure. *Quieta non Movere* has therefore been the policy of the Home Office.[^50^](#hkv139-FN50){ref-type="fn"}

Not then a case of impartial professionalism; rather a desire to continue authoritarian measures on a rolling temporary basis than risk losing them by going to Parliament for permanent legislation. Added to this was the fact that despite its ambitions, internal evidence demonstrates the Alien Department's systemic inability to keep track of aliens. Notwithstanding Cesarani's claims of the number of deportations carried out under the Aliens Order, evidence from the Home Office's own files unequivocally demonstrates that it was incapable of maintaining either a comprehensive or up-to-date Aliens Register.[^51^](#hkv139-FN51){ref-type="fn"} While not directly impinging on the implementation of alien medical inspection, but in direct contrast to the American experience, this bureaucratic failure served as a background context in which the state was neither as efficient nor wide-ranging as its legislative ambitions suggested.[^52^](#hkv139-FN52){ref-type="fn"}

From the perspective of central government, keeping the legislation on an annual rolling basis reduced its visibility, thus potentially allowing the Home Office to maintain its power. Yet, these same features actively inhibited civil servants from being able to claim more resources to invest in the proper implementation of the Order. In turn the Aliens Department's unwillingness to develop permanent legislation combined with economic stringencies of the period and the narrowness of the Ministry of Health's definitions to profoundly shape the implementation of the 1920 Order. This is revealing of the tension between different forms of power---the Order remained in force, but without the necessary financial commitment to make it fully workable. Thus power remained located in Whitehall---specifically within the Home Office---and not diffused to the localities. How this was to affect medical inspection regimes in two of England's busiest passenger ports, Liverpool and London, is the subject of the remainder of the article.

Liverpool
=========

By the interwar period much of the transatlantic transmigrant traffic had shifted to Southampton, but nevertheless Liverpool remained a key part of the movement of emigrants from mainland Europe. It also, of course, continued to be central to flows of Irish migrants---described by officials as not 'generally of a very good class'---those coming to England and Scotland as well as those going on to, or returning from America.[^53^](#hkv139-FN53){ref-type="fn"}

While not initially taking up its powers as a Port Sanitary Authority under the 1872 Act, a severe cholera outbreak in 1892 had resulted in Liverpool appointing a Port MOH. From that point it developed a rigorous inspection regime under its energetic MOH, Edward Hope. Hope had significant professional and personal standing in the city as well as being active within national and international public health circles.[^54^](#hkv139-FN54){ref-type="fn"} Evidence from elsewhere has suggested that an MOH might be able to translate high professional standing into increased resources for their public health department.[^55^](#hkv139-FN55){ref-type="fn"} In contrast, Liverpool's enforcement of the 1920 Order reveals the circumscribed nature of the MOH's influence, and instead the centrality of material and physical constraints in governing medical inspectors' ability to carry out their duties. Equally, Liverpool confirms the importance of setting the development of alien inspection within local, national and international scales of operation.

Publicly, the picture painted by Hope suggested one of modern efficiency and 'minimum delay', in which the co-operation between the different authorities---the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board, the Port Sanitary Authority and the Mersey Pilots---and the use of modern technology ensured a seamless response: 'The pilots send wireless messages to the Port Sanitary Authority, which are passed on to the Medical Officer on duty, day or night, who boards the vessels immediately'.[^56^](#hkv139-FN56){ref-type="fn"}

This may have been the case for cargo vessels and the established processes of the English System, but records of on-board medical inspection on passenger ships give a very different impression. In order to speed up inspection, immigration officers boarded at Queenstown in Ireland, and conducted their examinations on the passage to Liverpool.[^57^](#hkv139-FN57){ref-type="fn"} When this was not possible, aliens staying in Britain were examined on the landing stage at the dock, allowing officials to concentrate on processing transmigrants on board ship. Overall, the Ministry inspector felt, this led to confusion bordering on pandemonium:

> men, women and children, all anxious to get on shore, crowd together round the tables where the Immigration Officers are attempting to carry on their work under conditions of great difficulty ... answers to questions put by the Immigration Officer are overheard by a large number of persons and this form of public examination concerning the antecedents of persons entering the country is liable to give rise to resentment on the part of those subjected to such treatment. The shipping companies do not set aside a suitable cabin where the Medical Inspector can conduct the medical examination of aliens. On a case being referred to him he has to go in search of a cabin, and, in the case of a woman, has to persuade a stewardess to be present at the examination[^58^](#hkv139-FN58){ref-type="fn"}

The inspector went on to observe if there was no porthole in the cabin then 'the examination has to be carried out by artificial light', which led to some conditions being missed. All this was exacerbated by the sheer noise 'on board ship incidental to the disembarkation of passengers and the working of machinery \[which\] in many cases renders examination of the lungs or heart by auditory methods impossible'.[^59^](#hkv139-FN59){ref-type="fn"} Overall the report creates a picture of the physical chaos of the process of inspection, driven by a series of contingent factors rather than governed by a professionalised medical process.

Dr Hope was aware of the inadequacies of the arrangements and developed alternative plans which included building examination rooms on the landing stage.[^60^](#hkv139-FN60){ref-type="fn"} This was vetoed by the Ministry inspector who argued that '\[i\]f the Immigration Officers are going to continue to examine aliens on board ship, then a medical examination room ashore will not be of much advantage'. This organisational issue compounded that of expense, with the estimate for the cost of joint medical/customs accommodation standing at £66,000. While the Ministry was not solely against the idea, it required the Treasury to commit to contributing around £3,000 a year which, given the 'necessity for economy ... was out of the question'.[^61^](#hkv139-FN61){ref-type="fn"}

Hope's suggested alternative, that accommodation be routinely made available on board ship for medical inspections, was dependent on shipping companies agreeing to provide a cabin 'well lighted with daylight and ... situated as to be as far away as possible from the noise of machinery etc., as possible'.[^62^](#hkv139-FN62){ref-type="fn"} But yet again, finance was an issue. Shipping companies had been hit by the introduction of the US immigration quota system, which had significantly restricted the transatlantic trade, so that by the end of 1920 'a number of their vessels \[were\] laid up, and the Companies \[were\] not prepared, in the circumstances, to embark upon any scheme involving considerable expenditure'.[^63^](#hkv139-FN63){ref-type="fn"} The stymieing of both the Ministry's and Hope's suggestions demonstrated how neither the Port Sanitary Authority nor the Ministry of Health was able to act independently. Rather, they were required to work within the wider structures and limitations imposed by the immigration service and shipping companies, which in turn were operating within a broader context of economic stringency and American legislation.

The only factor directly under the MOH's control was his ability to organise his medical staff. Owing to the frequent but irregular arrival of ships, two half-time Assistant MOHs were needed. In order to avoid calling upon the same medical officers for seven days a week, Hope drew on temporary cover provided by the wider pool of medical officers within Liverpool's public health department.[^64^](#hkv139-FN64){ref-type="fn"} On top of this extra cover Hope was able to employ a council nurse so he did 'not have to rely on the somewhat precarious services of a stewardess'.[^65^](#hkv139-FN65){ref-type="fn"}

Overall the picture painted in Liverpool is not of a dynamic state or a modern bureaucracy leaping into action. Instead we gain a sense of a diligent MOH trying to implement a new measure with little institutional or financial support. Subsequent annual reports confirm this impression, showing how little progress had been made, with, for example no examination rooms having been constructed or made available. And behind the ever-present explanation of the need for financial prudence, was the Home Office which was 'unwilling to exercise any great pressure at the present time ... and \[did\] not wish to arouse opposition' to its alien immigration powers.[^66^](#hkv139-FN66){ref-type="fn"}

In part then, the lack of progress can be ascribed to the general climate of austerity which hit the country after 1921, with the cuts in government spending affecting central departments as well as local authorities. But beyond this, the failure to develop the necessary resources for medical inspection was due directly to the Home Office's unwillingness to seek permanent legislation. What was presented as bureaucratic prudence was in fact the Aliens Department's refusal to jeopardise its powers, and when combined with extreme economy, such ongoing uncertainty prohibited any development of a clear rationale for investment in permanent facilities. Without the backing of the Home Office and the certainty that permanent legislation would justify the expense, the Ministry of Health was unable to challenge the parsimony of the Treasury and insist on investment in new facilities.

On the ground, this meant that medical inspections continued to be carried out on board ship with little change: where improvements had been made it was in the staffing and organisation which Hope had under his control.[^67^](#hkv139-FN67){ref-type="fn"} Inevitably this had consequences for his staff's ability to operate a full and effective regime. While all the larger vessels were visited by at least one of the medical inspectors, it remained 'impossible with only two Medical Officers, having other duties to perform, to visit all the smaller vessels'. This was particularly the case when immigration was dealing with two or three vessels in different parts of the port at the same time. As a result the immigration and medical inspectors developed an informal system between them in which the former performed the first stage of medical inspection and selected aliens who appeared to need further examination. Their selection was guided 'chiefly by the proposed length of stay, the appearance of the alien and any information disclosed in his papers'.[^68^](#hkv139-FN68){ref-type="fn"} Although such close cooperation between the two services had been proposed by civil servants, the use of discretion in this way was the opposite of what had been envisaged: here it was immigration inspectors who were making the initial judgement---a judgement based in no small part on 'appearance'---rather than medical professionals. While we may suspect that medical inspectors would also have used 'appearance' as part of a discretionary approach---and hence be subject to biases---it is clear that civil servants had at least expected discretion to be based on medical grounds rather than appearance alone. Here was the reintroduction of the focus of inspection on steerage passengers by another route, one demanded by exigency rather than legislation.

Even a generous assessment of the public health measures being carried out under the Aliens Order, suggests that day-to-day practice failed to match up to either its original wording or the rather more restricted vision developed by Ministry of Health civil servants. Not only was it the case that 'aliens passed by the Immigration Officer may not necessarily be seen by the Medical Officer', but it was common practice for vessels coming from Ireland to go straight into dock without ever being seen by any port medical officer. As a result, as one Ministry inspector pointed out it 'any undesirable alien ... who may want to land in this country has only to take passage to, and then come over from, Ireland to one of our ports'.[^69^](#hkv139-FN69){ref-type="fn"} This was not the diffuse power of the state, but rather its considerable dilution.

Beyond these limitations however, from a public health, if not an immigration, perspective, there was a fundamental flaw in the Aliens Order exposed in the everyday experience of Liverpool. A key presumption behind the Aliens Order was that it was aliens, rather than British or imperial subjects, who were the cause of public health concern. However as Dr Stock, the senior Ministry of Health inspector admitted, trachoma was 'found amongst British Jews and the poorer Irish, Welsh and Scotch emigrant' rather than aliens, which created a medically unsatisfactory position. For as he observed, 'we do not medically inspect the Irish, but in view of the statement that 65% of the Irish emigrants are verminous, I think it would be a good thing if we did'.[^70^](#hkv139-FN70){ref-type="fn"} The issue was, of course, not a medical one, but a legal one, as medical inspectors could not examine Irish migrants as '"alien immigrants"' as they were 'still British subjects'. It was possible to deal with 'lousy Irish emigrants' under port sanitary regulations, but this would have entailed further pressure on an already overstretched service, as well as opening up the far broader question of the regulation of entry of all imperial subjects.[^71^](#hkv139-FN71){ref-type="fn"} The strong correlation between certain infectious diseases and Irish migrants made a mockery of the presumption behind the Aliens Act that it was aliens that presented a medical threat to Britain.

Overall, procedures only worked as smoothly as they did in Liverpool because of two factors which were entirely outside the working of the public health system. The first was that in the opinion of the MOHs, compared to pre-war migrants, aliens passing through were generally healthy. So, for example, in the year from 1 April 1921, only 8,516 of the 26,595 aliens landing in Liverpool were medically inspected. Of these, six temporary visitors and seven permanent aliens were issued with medical certificates.[^72^](#hkv139-FN72){ref-type="fn"} These figures speak both of the limited numbers of aliens inspected---only about one third---and of their relative good health. The reason given for this was that, contrary to the popular image of transmigrants as poverty-stricken Jews, many were in fact returnees from North America having 'made money' and returning to visit their home country or re-settle there.[^73^](#hkv139-FN73){ref-type="fn"}

More significant was the fact that transmigrants going to the United States underwent a formalised process of inspection, disinfestation and treatment which was designed to ensure they were free from notifiable diseases prior to embarkation.[^74^](#hkv139-FN74){ref-type="fn"} This was a largely parallel process carried out jointly by the shipping companies and employees of the US government and driven by American immigration law. By the 1920s it had been in existence for three decades and had developed into an efficient process. By comparison, the newly established British state's solution to the 'alien problem' appeared underfunded, flawed, inefficient, hampered by a recalcitrant Home Office and the legal distinction between aliens and imperial subjects which obstructed any methodical inspection of Irish migrants.

London
======

London was Britain's largest and busiest port, handling vessels from Europe, the empire and the wider world. Of all the country's ports it had the most developed physical and bureaucratic infrastructure as well as an extensive and long-established body of customs officials; since 1873 it had had a full-time Port MOH and sanitary inspector as well as a hospital ship for quarantine purposes staffed by its own medical officer. Yet, despite the relatively advanced nature of its port regime, those trying to regulate entry into London docks were hampered by the sheer size of the port. Ships docked 25 miles downriver at Gravesend and Tilbury as well as anywhere along the 11 miles of docks and wharves of the port of London itself. Adding to these logistical issues were the significant river tides which dominated shipping movements. So although the river had been divided in two authorities---Gravesend Control and London Docks Control---the ability to board vessels for inspection still largely 'depend\[ed\] on the state of the tide'. So while a ship might have been technically under Gravesend Control, '\[f\]requently vessels can only be dealt with \[by Customs and Medical Inspectors\] when they have passed up the river to the area under the London Docks Control' if they were taking the tide. Adding to this was the additional difficulty that aliens could 'arrive on almost any vessel and be landed at almost any place in the river'.[^75^](#hkv139-FN75){ref-type="fn"}

Only one landing station---Gravesend pier---had any infrastructure in place suitable for processing aliens. Here they went from the ship onto a specially provided train, but as in Liverpool, the combination of inadequate facilities and time pressures meant the process was 'only moderately satisfactory', not least because 'there was not much privacy'. When 'pressed for time'---typically owing to a late boat arrival and imminent train departure---inspections were conducted 'on the pier instead of waiting until the aliens had cleared their baggage from the Customs and arrived at the Immigration Office'. Matters were made more difficult for the medical officer who, owing to the lack of a telephone or radio, had to be on duty from the time the boat was expected which was 'frequently ... quite a different thing from the time the boat arrives'.[^76^](#hkv139-FN76){ref-type="fn"}

For aliens not landing at Gravesend, medical inspections were carried out aboard while vessels were sailing up the Gravesend Reach. In these cases ships carrying aliens were meant to be boarded by the immigration officer, an assistant medical officer and a customs officer. Normal practice was for the medical inspector to occupy 'a position near to the Immigration Officer' where he subjected 'each alien to close scrutiny while the alien's papers \[we\]re under examination by the Immigration Officer'.[^77^](#hkv139-FN77){ref-type="fn"} While this scheme had the merit of potential efficiency---as the aliens in theory might all be examined and processed before they docked---in practice there were considerable difficulties. There was no customs official on duty at night in the Gravesend Control, so that although aliens could be medically inspected, they were not legally required to tell a medical officer how long they were staying in Britain, nor were the necessary immigration staff present to act on any certificate which might be issued following an examination.[^78^](#hkv139-FN78){ref-type="fn"}

More than this, however, were the practical problems caused by the medical inspector needing to share a launch with immigration officers, whose work was generally completed much faster. The medical inspector was consequently 'placed in a very awkward predicament'. If he remained on board to complete his examination he could not move on with the other officials to other incoming boats, 'one or more of which may be from infected ports', and so ran 'the risk of allowing a vessel with dangerous infectious disease on board to proceed to London without examination. On the other hand, if he decide\[d\] to board the other vessels, he \[could\] not carry out the medical examination of aliens'. Conducting inspections on the water carried with it other logistical issues, including the transportation of a female nurse, whose presence was necessary in order to carry out the inspection of female aliens. However, it was generally agreed, she could not be expected 'to climb from the launch on to the deck of the vessel by means of a rope ladder', as this practice was 'dangerous enough for men, but ... quite out of the question for women'. As in Liverpool, the Medical Inspector was often reliant on the active cooperation of a stewardess from the shipping company on board in order to examine the women on board. No surprise then that the first Ministry report on London port's inspection facilities 'frankly admitted that it is quite possible for a certain number of aliens to get through without ever having been seen by a Medical Officer'.[^79^](#hkv139-FN79){ref-type="fn"}

In London, as in Liverpool, day-to-day practice revealed a significant gulf between the expectations of the central state and the ability of its agents, at the micro-level, to enact its measures. The MOH of London Port, Dr Willoughby, was an active and conscientious official who wanted to create an effective inspection regime. Supported by Ministry officials, he proposed to increase the number of medical inspectors (to include at least one Yiddish speaker), and to concentrate all alien landings at Tilbury where suitable examination rooms could be constructed. In order for this to happen the Port Medical Officer needed to be granted exceptional powers to require all vessels carrying aliens, or coming from an infected port, to land at Tilbury:[^80^](#hkv139-FN80){ref-type="fn"}

> Decency and order could be realised in a way that is impossible on board ship, transport for the Officers is at hand in the ferry and train, a convenient and medically satisfactory examination could be arranged both as regards place and necessary apparatus, the Immigration Officer and the Medical Inspector could be in constant touch during the examination and stopping to land the aliens would perform a wholesome check on ships which bring these \[aliens\] in \[in\] ones and twos.[^81^](#hkv139-FN81){ref-type="fn"}

And yet this apparently simply solution, as well as more general infrastructure developments, were not put in place. As late as 1930, the Port Medical Officer was still complaining that 'it is difficult for the Medical Officers and the Immigration Officers to work in close co-operation, because alien passengers are landed at so many widely separated places in the River and Docks'. There had been some slight improvements however, as regular services from mainland Europe were now habitually boarded by the duty medical officer at Gravesend, Tilbury had seen the construction of some immigration and medical inspection facilities and a telephone had been installed easing communication between different staff members. However, the long-awaited boarding launch for Medical Inspectors had yet to materialise, and the inspection rooms still had no water or lavatory. And the Port MOH made it clear in his 1930 Annual Report that until his department had access to their own vessel there was no possibility of reaching all boats carrying aliens.[^82^](#hkv139-FN82){ref-type="fn"} Consequently, as in Liverpool, it was often still down to immigration officers to make initial medical assessments, and to ring for assistance in cases where they thought a medical opinion was required.[^83^](#hkv139-FN83){ref-type="fn"}

What were the reasons behind the arguably surprisingly limited development of London's inspection infrastructure, given the port's place in global shipping and proximity to the bureaucratic heart of the nation and empire? Once again the role of Haldane Porter, and the Home Office, appears to have been central to retarding development. In what was almost textbook bureaucratic obstructionism, Haldane Porter produced a detailed and obstructionist rationale explaining why any proposals to land aliens at Tilbury or Gravesend had 'always broken down': '1) expense; 2) there was no place that could be used as a receiving house; and 3) general administration'. He also stressed the role of the shipping companies in the matter, arguing that there was 'no place where the examination of aliens could be carried on and he was quite certain that the shipping companies would not be prepared to provide premises for the purpose'.[^84^](#hkv139-FN84){ref-type="fn"} Onto this he heaped further problems:

> there is no available sleeping accommodation where aliens could be detained. The most important difficulty, however, was that the vessels would land their passengers at Tilbury and then proceed up the river to London. If, as a result of examination, it was necessary to refuse permission to the aliens to land and to send them back to their destination, it was difficult to provide means by which they could be put on board the vessel once more for the purpose.[^85^](#hkv139-FN85){ref-type="fn"}

The Home Office's solution to the issue was to provide one overnight immigration officer, and a new motor launch for Immigration Officers which Medical Inspectors could utilise to accompany the Immigration Officers, which would ensure that their 'work could be carried on in a fairly satisfactory manner'. Assessing these claims it is hard not to conclude that, as in Liverpool, it was the Home Office itself which did not want to take action. Indeed, a Ministry of Health minute from two years later noted gloomily that Haldane Porter continued to insist that, for reasons which were entirely unclear, it was 'absolutely impossible to carry out the examination of aliens at Tilbury'.[^86^](#hkv139-FN86){ref-type="fn"}

Haldane Porter's attitude clearly signalled both an unwillingness to invest in any necessary infrastructure, and a blindness to the unsatisfactory nature of his proposed solutions, as the Ministry inspection reports had repeatedly made it clear that no small part of the problem stemmed from sharing transport with the immigration officers. Moreover, suggesting that shipping companies were also resistant to landing at Tilbury was only partly true---while boats which only carried one or two aliens objected on the grounds of inconvenience, when 'a vessel brings in a considerable number of aliens the Shipping Agents are apparently anxious to make any arrangements necessary for facilitating their rapid disembarkation and transit to destination'.[^87^](#hkv139-FN87){ref-type="fn"} And indeed, the expanded landing infrastructure at Tilbury dock in the mid-1920s was entirely a response to the demands of the shipping companies, particularly after a return night service from Tilbury to the Continent was introduced in 1926.[^88^](#hkv139-FN88){ref-type="fn"} Evidence from the Port MOH and the Ministry inspectors strongly suggests that they were both in favour of fully extending facilities at either Gravesend or Tilbury in order that they might properly carry out their work. We are left then with the conclusion that, even setting aside the important issue of economy, the Home Office, for the sake of keeping the Aliens Order actively on the statute books, was unwilling to support investment in the resources necessary to implement its medical terms.

Conclusion
==========

Judged on its own terms, the medical parts of the Order were a failure. Quietly, in December 1930 new instructions were issued from the Ministry of Health, downgrading the medical section of the Order on the grounds that this was 'impracticable without causing delay and inconvenience to passenger traffic out of all proportion to the advantages accruing'.[^89^](#hkv139-FN89){ref-type="fn"} It is perhaps fortunate that Britain did not rely on its functioning to keep Britain free of certain diseases---for not only did the general health of aliens improve over the early part of the twentieth century, after the 1918--19 influenza pandemic, the country did not face any major imported health threats. As with other pieces of legislation generated more through popular sentiment than evidence, the 1920 Aliens Order's public health measures were undoubtedly ill-conceived. Insisting on focusing attention on aliens rather than all those entering British ports meant ignoring how many of the notifiable conditions were endemic in the British and imperial populations. Indeed, the inconsistencies it raised did not go unnoticed by the medical officers working Liverpool's docks and vessels. It is possible that the primary value of the inspections was symbolic, acting as an, albeit highly constrained, performance of governmentality at the border rather than actually preventing the entry of disease.

However, in common with the findings of Levene *et al.* and others working on inter-war public health, this article shows that inefficiencies and holes in the system should not be translated into a story of simple failure, as these years did see developments at all of the ports and in the efficiency of inspection procedures. Yet the retarded expansion of facilities in Liverpool and London were quite clearly a result of Home Office intervention, so demonstrating the importance of paying attention to inter-departmental relationships in understanding how policies might be supported or obstructed by the centre. The newly established and notably less powerful Ministry of Health was unable to challenge the dominance of the Home Office personified by Haldane Porter. Such dynamics mattered, as they translated into withholding financial and political support for investment in infrastructure and personnel. And this article has demonstrated how such obstructionism became visible on the ground in a slew of apparently trivial and mundane ways, including the need to share launches, and to conduct examinations under poor lighting or cramped cabins and inadequate offices, and to struggle with the issues posed by a lack of female staff. These then combined with the physical constraints imposed by working to the tides and patterns of shipping to profoundly undermine the state's ability to enact its own legislation. As a result, those first face-to-face encounters between aliens and the British state might be cursory, chaotic or even completely evaded. This then is revealing of the potential weaknesses of diffuse and complex systems of state power, for without the necessary resources being devolved, power remains at the centre where it exists in theory rather than being enacted and strengthened through day-to-day practice.

What is striking about the extension of port medical procedures is how much they were driven from outside rather than within the state. The transmigrant boarding houses of Liverpool and the development of Tilbury pier and station, were all either stimulated entirely or primarily by the shipping companies and private interests, which were in turn prompted by American, not British, legislation.[^90^](#hkv139-FN90){ref-type="fn"} While local public health officials worked closely with these bodies, it is clear that they were reacting to, rather than driving, change. Allied to this, the other key development of the period was the growing importance of international standardisation of controls and procedures across borders: Liverpool and London were part of the transatlantic migrant network which stretched from continental ports such as Antwerp to the USA. The presence of State Department doctors in Liverpool's transmigrant hostels required port medical officers to work within the boundaries set out by American immigration procedures, and meant that local officials needed to develop international professional protocols. The absence of infestations on transmigrants coming from mainland Europe to London was the result of the efficacy of procedures in Hamburg, Antwerp and other ports of departure.[^91^](#hkv139-FN91){ref-type="fn"}

These changes should not detract from the fact that the British state proved itself unable to create a regularised, efficient and consistent port inspection regime. Limited investment in the necessary infrastructure and personnel had effects beyond meaning that physical examinations continued to take place on board vessels in highly unsatisfactory conditions. Refusal to invest in a separate launch in London, or the reliance in Liverpool on using Immigration Officials to make initial assessments, for example, seemed to signal close cooperation between the two departments, but ultimately compromised the professional standing of the medical officers. Unable to work independently, and often reliant on the opinion of non-medical professionals to assess cases for inspection, given the already low professional standing of public health officials, such practices reinforced rather than challenged their ambiguous status in relation to the wider port and immigration structure. The fact that Port MOHs were not able to approve and enact infrastructural improvements, but rather were reliant on shipping companies and the Home Office only reinforced their marginal standing.

Overall we can see that the medical terms of the 1920 Order were compromised because of the considerable material constraints and physical difficulties involved in enforcing them; but in the context of a modern bureaucratic state---and indeed when we think of London, the heart of that state and Empire---this is not enough of an explanation. Its terms also failed because there was a distinct lack of political will, sometimes local, but primarily central, to invest the resources necessary to surmount these obstacles. Indeed, the limitations surrounding the implementation of the Order are a case study in the coming together of local, contingent and incidental factors with bigger structural issues which dogged a modernising and increasingly ambitious state; a state aiming to construct a complex system of regulation comprising multiple agents and processes.

That it did not succeed in doing so leads us to place the everyday failures to consistently implement the medical terms of the Aliens Order within a wider story of the patchy nature of state power. Foucauldian analyses demand attention is paid to the 'heterogeneous and dispersed microphysics of power', and how this is diffused, takes specific forms and is exercised in different institutional sites. Yet this article has shown that the medical state was likely to be cursory, inconsistent or even absent, demonstrating that even within the context of a modern bureaucratic system the state might be unable to live up to its own expectations. In part the legitimacy of a state which positions itself as liberal and democratic rests upon an understanding that it acts impartially. Therefore its ability to enforce legislation consistently is a key part of its claim to treat those at or within its borders equally. In contrast a limited state is both in fact, and is experienced as, arbitrary and therefore may be experienced as individually unfair or vicious. For the 1920s, while much was made of the impartial, professional nature of the medical inspector's role, it is not hard to read off from the accounts of the port inspection regimes that a prosperous businessman with venereal disease was far more likely to pass through without a glance than third class passenger with the same condition, or even something as minor as head lice. Looking at the enforcement and failures of the 1920 Aliens Order is consequently a way for us to explore the impact on individuals of everyday lacunae in the power of the state. More broadly it points to the legislation as forming part of a longer trajectory across the twentieth century of state failure to the live up to the promises of its immigration legislation.
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